Crane Operators rely on Crane Signalers to ensure loads are safely moved throughout your worksite and to ensure the safety of all workers. In order to signal a crane, you must receive Crane Signal Person Safety Training. This course provides a detailed discussion of the four types of signals used, and provides participants with the essential information to comply with the OSHA Signal Person Qualification requirements described within 1926.1428. It includes an overview of equipment operation and limitations, including how particular cranes swing, raise and lower loads, how they stop loads, and boom deflection from hoisting loads.

By the end of this course, participants will be able to:

- Name four types of signals
- List equipment limitations
- Perform crane signaling hand signals

Target Audience: Anyone who could reasonably be expected to signal a crane operator. Project managers, superintendents, foreman, and safety managers that are responsible for crane activities on construction sites should also attend.

Language: This course is taught in English.

Prerequisites: None

Minimum Class Size: 3

Maximum Class Size: 15

Course Length: 4 hours

Format: Lecture, Discussion, Audio/Visual

Exam(s): Written, Practical